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Herodotus and Oral History 

OSWYN MURRAY 

ptd" IT  is generally agreed that Herodotus gathered most of his in- 
$ 5  6? formation from oral traditions. Even those who doubt this accept 
;k .. 

6' I that he sought to represent his sources as oral, whether he was in- 

p m -  
w\ venting them' or describing them as oral when in fact they were 

written: 'throughout the Histories Herodotus maintains the fiction 
that his work is an oral account, even where we know or surmise 
it to be based on written sources'." Since it seems to me that a 
generalized view that Herodotus sought to misrepresent the nature 
of his sources raises more difficult problems than it  solve^,^ I pro- 
pose to ignore such approaches, and confine myself to investigating 
the consequences of the generally accepted version of Herodotus' 
sources. One consequence of this consensus has been to direct re- 
search on Herodotus away from source criticism in general, and 

F h i s  paper was originally published in H. Sancisi-Weerdenburg and A. Kuhrt 
(eds.), A&m&d History, ii. The Grek Sources (Leiden, 1987), 93-15, and is 
reprinted with kind permission of the Nederlands Instiruut voor het Nabije Omten. 
Additions to the original version are put in square b d e t s . 1  The first draft of see- 
uon I of this paper war written for a seminar given by myself and Prof-I Arnaldo 
Momigliano in Oxford in Hilary Term 1977; it was later discussed with anthro- 
pologists and classical scholars on a number of ofcasions, before being presented at 
the Groningen workshop. As it represents the theoretical underpinning of my Early 
Gwcr  (Brighton, 19&) (see briefly p p  27-3z=zz-8 of the 2nd edn., ~993). it was 
perhaps time it war published. Section n was written in the light of the Groningen 
discussions. Thanks are due to my colleagues there, and to David Asheri and Heleen 
Sandsi-Weerdenburg, who made valuable commenri on the paper in its later stage. 

' D. Fshling, Hrrodohrp ard ltir 'Sarrm': Cifotimr, Zmw'm and Narrotiw An 
(Lee& r989), ep. ~ s z f f .  

* H. R. Immenuahr, Form rmd Tharghr inHorodorus (Cleveland, 1966)~ 6.  
' Seen. 28. 

towards questions centred on Herodotus as an author, his concep- 
tion of history, his aims, and his literary  technique^.^ Neglect of 
the general problems of Herodotus' sources was perhaps a virtue so 
long as the principles oE Quellenforschung, suitable only to certain 
literary historians, were liable to be applied. But it appears some- j j O . ~  4 
what odd in the present age, when the problems of oral history and -F, 
the characteristics, general and individual, of oral traditions are 
so widely debated, among both contemporary local historians and , 

. 
various other groups for 'radical history',s and even more among r d  
anthropologists. Not surprisingly, such historians and anthropolo- 
gists have felt the need to evaluate the reliability of one of their main , 

sources of information. For outsiders, until recently the difficulty 
has been that the insights gained were scattered in the specialist 
literature, and often not easily detachable from their precise con- 
text. But two works of synthesis have made much easier the task 
I want to approach in this paper, that of comparing Herodotus' 
treatment of Greek oral traditions with the characteristics of other 
oral traditions, in the hope of being able to clarify both the nature 
of Greek oral traditions and the contribution of Herodotus himself. 
Before confronting the problems of Herodotus' accounts of non- 
Greek cultures, it seems to me important first to establish principles 
in the less uncertain area of Greek tradition; but the second part 
of my paper attempts to show how my results are directly relevant 
to Herodotus' means of acquiring information on such cultures, by 
taking as an example his account of Persia. 

The two modern works from which my investigation begins both 
stem from experience of African oral tradition, but it does not 
seem to me that this limitation has affected their relevance to early 
Greece; in fact one recompense for the extensive use I have made 
of them and their sources may be in confirming that their modes 
of approach are indeed more generally valid. The first and most 

The neglect of oral history is well revealed by the (adminedly impressionistic) 
survey of Guy Lachenaud, 'Les h d e s  hkodot6ennes de I'avant-guerre $nos jours', 
Storio &la storiogrofm, 7 (1985)~ 6-27. I have found epedally valuable in the pre- 
sent context immerwahr, Form ond Thought inHnodow [n. 21; Simon Pembroke, 
'Women in Charge',$WCI 30 (1967), 1-35; F~ansois Hrutog, Le Mira'r d'Hirodote 
(Paris, ,980); Mabel L. Lang, Herodotean Narrative rmd Discourse (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1984). I have not seen I. A. S. Evans, 'Oral Tradition in Herodotus', Cao- 
dirm Oml History Ass~n'ohimt j 'md ,  4 (I*); but there m some uoellent brief 
remarks in hisHerodotur ( h t o n ,  rgsz), ch. lo. 

5 A useful introduction to this is inPaul Thompson, ThP V& of the Port (Oxford, 
1978); see also David Henige, Om1 Hirtoriography (London, 1982). 
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obviously relevant of these works does itself claim to offer universal 
rules, although its author's experience as an oral historian was at 
that time limited to the Congo; this is Jan Vansina's Oral Tradition.6 
It offers a highly theoretical account of the various types of oral tra- 
dition and the problems of writing history from them; perhaps it 
is a sufficient indication of both its strengths and its weaknesses to 
say that it bears much the same relationship to the actual probley  
of oral history as Paul Maas's Textual Criticism does to the proh- 
lems of editing a real text. The second book may be compared with 
Pasquali's response to Maas: it is Ruth Finnegan's Oral Literature 
in Africa (1970), a critical survey of the characteristics and types 
of African oral literature in general, and the problems related to 
the understanding of this literature.' It is perhaps important to the 
historian that both these books are empirical in their method, and 
based on the work of field anthropologists: they neither demand 
interpretation within nor offer obvious support for more abstract 
anthropological theories. Of course, as with most firmly based em- 
pirical studies, much of what they say leads to conclusions which 
may already seem obvious from study of the Greek evidence; but 
I hope that even the obvious and well-known facts of early Greek 
tradition will appear different in this wider context. 

The last systematic attempt to confront this aspect of Herodotus 
with anthropology was W. Aly's Volkmzarchen, SageundNovelle bei 
Herodot und seinen Zeitgenossen (1921; repr. with appendix G6ttin- 
gen, 1969). As is natural in a work of that date, Aly was primarily 
concerned with the methods and compilations of the folklorists; 
and many of his conclusions are so extreme that (despite Lud- 
wig Huber's claims for its central position in modern Herodotus 
research)' the work has in fact been generally rejected, or passed 
over as of specialist interest only: in Kurt von Fritz's Griechische 
Geschichtsschrkbung(1967), for instance, it is referred to only in the 
notes and then only for folk motifs. Some of the conclusions of this 
paper in fact bear a considerable resemblance to ideas of Aly-for 
instance, his distinction between histo&- and logos is related to the 
two types of tradition I have postulated; and he too laid emphasis 

%rst published as Lk !n wadition ma* (Tenwen, ,961). English ppm. Har- 
mondsworth, rg65; I have used the Penguin edition d ign, with importnnt nev 
o b s d o m  in pnhct ' also her Ord Patry  (Cambrih r p n ) .  
' In IUy (1969 reprint), 3~718. 

on the artistic continuity between Herodotus' source material and 
his own methods. 

With some obvious exceptions (notably Arnaldo Momigliano in 
his various papers), more recent writers on classical historiography 
have been less than sympathetic to oral tradition. Moses Finley 
takes a truly Thucydidean stance, both in the generalities of his 
Early Greece (1970; 2nd edn. 1981) and in his paper on 'Myth, 
Memory and History', where he states: 

Wherever tradition can be studied among living people, the evidence is not 
only that it does not exist apart from a connection with a practice or a belief, 
but also that other kinds of memory, irrelevant memories, so to speak, 
are short-lived, going back to the third generation, w the grandfather's 
generation, and, with the rarest of exceptions, no further. That is m e  even 
of genealogies, unless they are recorded in writing.* 

At this point Finley cites the problems Homeric heroes have in 
remembering beyond their grandfathers; it might be mare relevant 
to cite real, not literary, examples such as Hecataeus' sixteen gener- 
ations to a god, or Heropythus of Chios' fourteen ancestors,'" both 
of whom take us back into the tenth century. 

Vansina's conclusions are rather different: talking of work since ., 

1961, he says: 'The last decade has shown that oral traditions haveiWr^eJ 
been empirically very fruitful for d l  history since 1750 or 1 8 ~ .  . . nJ r- 
Trustworthy traditions earlier than 1750 are uncommon and almost ! , 
entirely limited to states, at least in Africa."' Thus the experience [;jt'-l 
of anthropologists suggests a limit to oral tradition mice as long 

I< 
as Finley's. Undoubtedly too the emergent poleis of early Greece 
qualify as 'states' in Vansina's sense, and their traditions might 
therefore extend even further; but in fact it is clear that his sug- 
gested time-span of I 50-200 years is well supported by the example 

$5. 
5 

of Herodotus. Herodotus' information reaches back in reasonable y \ ~ . '  
form from 450 BC to the mid seventh century, the colonization of o, 
Cyrene, the Cimmerian invasions, and the Corinthian tyranny. The  
period before65o~c isvirtually unknown,a realm of conjectureand 65 

0%' 

isolated stories which do not in fact correspond well to the realities 
of the late Dark Age. The worlds of Homer and Hesiod, and (more 
surprisingly) the first age of western colonization are as shadowy to 

'Myth, Memory nndHistory3, in The Uu mrd A b w  ojHirtory(London, rgis), 
11-33 it 27. 

r m  For Hecameus see below, p az; for Heropythus, H. T. Wade-Guy, The Poet of 
lliad(Cambridge, 1952), e- l' V e i n s  (1973 edn.), xix 
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Herodotus as they were to Thucydides, who had no conception of 
the existence of a Dark Age, and failed even to distinguish clearly 
the migrations of that period from the western colonization. The 
time-span of up to two centuries emerges from both modern and 
ancient evidence as an empirical fact, in sharp contrast to the theo- 
ries both of those who attribute to oral cultures exceptional powers 
of recall and of those who imagine that primitive memories are as 
short as modern American ones. If we wish to seek a special ex- ' 
planation of this phenomenon in the Greek world apart from its 
general consonance with evidence from elsewhere, we should not 

sJ." invoke the introduction of the art of writing. This after all occurred 
about a hundred years before the date in question, and shows its k .iJ. influence on h ~ t o r i o g r a p h y _ o ~ i n . ~ e r a t i o n  after ~e=s, 

r a 4 ' ~ \ "  with the use of locala~hives = ~... and dating systems. Herodotus is ef- 
t "  bd '?&%i; &a%ar~Zsuchsystems and of their usefulness for writing 

more general history, as demonstrated, for instance, in Thucydides' 
account of the colonization of Sicily.'" The oral tradition of logoi, 
to which Herodotus claims to belong, does not present the types of 
information which writing could have helped to preserve. It  is more 
plausible perhaps to suggest that the information span revealed by 
Herodotus reflects the development of the polis as an institution in 
the period from 7 50 BC to 650 BC; but that would require a whole 
other investigation. In classical scholarship this dividing-line is al- 
ready referred to in the idea of a transition from spatiurn mythicurn 
to spatiurn historicurn; but these are concepts which possess more 
resonance than explanatory power.'' 

The fact that the Greek oral traditions on which Herodotus drew 
seem to operate within the same chronological limits as the tradi- 
tions of other societies may already require some explanation in re- 
lation to the existence of a strong oral epic tradition in early Greece, 
which is certainly earlier in its origins than the late Dark Age. It 
might be thought that this should create special conditions which 
would make early Greece a special case. This question is I think 
linked to another general characteristic of the traditions recorded 
in Herodotus which also needs to be discussed: that is, that in many 
important respects Herodotus' information about the earlier part 

'' Below, p. 23. 
'j See W. M. von Leyden, 'Spatium Historicurn', Durhmn Univcrsify g b u r d ,  

m (1%9-50), 89-104; padally reprinted in German translation in W. Marg (ed.), 
Hmodot (Darmradt, I&), 169-81. 
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of his period is only quantitatively, not qualitatively, different from 
his information about the later part. It  might be assumed that, as ' 
he approached his own day, his information would naturally get 
better; but though it gets more detailed, it  is not really true to say w.a ; 
that it gets better. Thus Herodotus had spent much of his youth '9 d4f id 1 

on Samos only some sixty years after the death of Polycrates, and &fb ".<, 
must have spoken to many who had known him; yet his account ywi 'ks' 
of the career of Polycrates is not intrinsically more or less histor- 
ical than the story of Cypselus and Periander, at the limit of his 
knowledge.l*And many of the characteristics of earlier parts of his 
history recur in his narrative of, for instance, the Ionian revolt and 
even the Persian wars them~elves.'~ "j?l 

It is usually claimed that the basic explanation for the com- b $ L  . 
parative homogeneity of Herodotus' narrative lies in his literary , r - Jfi 
personality;r6 this is partly true, though I shall argue later that his 
literary personality in turn is a product of the Greek oral tradition. :, 
But it is important to realize that such homogeneity is in itself a bJ 
characteristic of oral traditions. As Vansina somewhat schematically 
presents it, oral tradition consists of a 'chain of testimonies', whose 
reliability is primarily affected, not by the length of the chain, but 
by the mode of transmission: 'with regard to reliability, there is no 
doubt that the method of transmission is of far greater importance 
than the length of time a tradition has lasted' (p. 53). And the same 
mode of transmission affects the character of a story in the same 
way, whether it has been preserved for fifty or one hundred and 
fifty years. 

It is this emphasis on the method of transmission in Vansina and 
elsewhere which seems to me most interesting in its consequences 
for the study of early Greek history and of Herodotus. The phrase 
of course refers to two separate but related areas: first the literary 
and linpv&i= krrw -in which gaditkns .-- may bepyeS=anA~,]( 

- ~ m e  social setting k,lihich tha-s-pb. 
One theoretical distinction employed by Vansina (and presup- 

posed by Ruth Fimegan in her discussion) concerns us only be- 

'+ This problem is not considered in B. M. Mitchell, 'Herodotus and Satnos', 
j'HS 95 (1975). 75-91. For sn analysis of Herodow' Ssmian information m three 
separate l o p i  see H. R. Imm-ahr, 'The Samian Stories of Herodotus', CJ 52 
('957). 3lZ-22.  

'5 For the Ionian revolt see 0. Murray, 'The lonian Revolt', CAH I T  (1988). 
461-go. 
" This is the assumption behind most of the works cited inn. 4. 
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cause it clarifies certain absences in early Greece. It is obvious 
that the characteristics of verbally fixed traditions will be different 
from free traditions, where the exact wording varies from telling 
to telling; in the category of fixed texts Vansina includes poetry. 
other metrical texts, religious, legal, and other formulae, lists, ge- 

. d nealogies, and so on. The Greeks possessed a form of linguistically 
Afixed tradition in the heroic epic (though a tradition that was as 

~ , ~ 3 ~ a i c p u c h  creative as repetitive); but this tradition was non-historical in 

N-, fg' the sense that for the early Greeks it was not located in time. The 
Homeric cycle concentrated on one generation with only oblique (JIF reference to its immediate f o r e r u n n e r s  successor and did not 
apparently locate them in a larger historical framework-in marked 
contrast, for instance, to Jewish tradition or most northern Euro- 
pean heroic epic. The creators and preservers of this poetry seem 
Indeed to have been unaware of their own chronological relation- 9. 

the age of heroes, except as a world earlier and wholly 
separated from their own 'age of iron'; it was not until the time of 

that such links began to be f2;rged. There was no true 
~. ~ 

Greece, and no praise poetry concerned with the 
or the immediate past of the type so com- 

which invented the qbinzkion for athletes 
had nothing similar for political figures before the fourth century." 
And, in contrast to the Romans, for instance, other formulaically 
fixed traditions in religious ritual or law were non-existent or unim- 
portant. The loss of Hecataeus' Genealo&ies makes it difficult for 
us to judge how many people could equal his own tour de force, 
or how far any class in Greece shared the genealogical interests 
of cultures such as Israel and R ~ m e . ' ~  But there is Iittle sign that 
Herodotus could draw on such information except in the special 
instance of kings (Sparta, 7.204,s. 131; Macedon, 8. 139, and the 
eastern monarchie~).'~ This comparative absence of genealogies is 
one of the characteristics of Greek tradition which is obviously re- 

" [The first pan of this statement still seems m e ;  but the discovery of new 
fragmenrn of Simonides' poem on Plataea suggests that some fom of 'praise poetry' 
did evolve in gth-t. Greece, s t  lenst in relation to the Persia. wars See the 
contribution of Ewen Bowie in this volume, and my discussion below, pp. 3231.1 
" The widespread use by the Greeks of genaation counting in order to m-e 

time does not of course imply the edgfena of a genealogid in-. 
'' On the eartern monarchies see below, p 40. The second Spartan king list is 

of course a partial eraptio*how pamid depends on whether m e  follow the 
manuscript tent of Herodotus or emends n to reaondle it with Pam 3.7. z. 

" See D.H. Thuc. 5 ;  1 shall argue for the Narian source of Thucydides' Sicilian 
dates in s forthcoming snide 'Thucydides and Local History'. 
" Herodoteon Nnrrnrivc m r d D * c o u ~ ~ e  [n. 41,5%67. 
" The rnmt striking as preserving directly historid information is the proverb 

'the cavalry are away': Sudn s.v. Xwpis imrri, x 444 Adler. The aphoristic tradition is 
of course well represented in Presofntic philosophy, and the w'stence ofcollections 
of aphorisms can be Paced back as far as the legend af the Seven Wise Mm. On 
oracle-bd traditions see below, pp. 31-2. 

See especially the work of the form crirjfs, notably H. Dibelius and R. EWt- 
mann: n brief exposition in English is in R. Bultmann and K. Kundsin. Fmnr 
Cntidnn (Orford, 1934), 39-63. 

levant to the question of aristocratic traditions. Of other lists, the 
few that survived in city archives (such as the Athenian archon list) 
and temple shrines (the Olympic victor list, the priestesses of Hera 
at Argos, or the shrine of Apollo Archagetas at Sicilian Naxos, from 
which I believe Thucydides' Sicilian foundation dates ultimately 
derive) all postdate the introduction of writing, and were anyway 
not widely disseminated until the generation after Herodotus." 

Herodotus' oral tradition belongs firmly in the category of free fi') 
not fixed texts: except for oracles and a very few references to c 

poetry, it shows no sign of being constructed around memorized or 
fixed verbal formulae. There are a few possible examples of aetio- 
logical stories attached to proverbs (for instance, most explicitly r*H 

'Hippoclides doesn't care', 6. 127-9); and the use of proverbial 
sayings as part of the narrative technique of Herodotus is rightly 
emphasized by Mabel Lang." But in general the traditions used by 
Herodotus do not seem to have included those based onlthe proverb 
or collection of sayings, although these are known to have existed." 
Here we might contrast, for instance, the oral traditions behind the 
Gospels." The attention of Herodotus was perhaps focused away 
from such popular story types towards what he regarded as more 
authoritative traditions. 

Both Vansina and Ruth Finnegan argued that it is useful to sub- 
divide this category of free (i.e. essentially prose) texts only in so far 
as the society itself does so: to attempt to impose such distinctions 
as those between true and false stories, or between myth, legend, 
and historical narratives, is misleading, whether we want to investi- 
gate the reliability of oral traditions or their literary character. Our 
perception of the type of tradition can only impede understanding 
of the forces moulding it, which are the type to which it is held 

1 

c'?&i ,,,.? 
8 / <f 

Q 
.c 

to belong by the society concerned, and the social purpose which 
its preservation and performance fulfil. Thus Vansina discusses all 
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prosenarratives under the general non-committal heading of 'tales', 
and treats them as basically subject to the same tendencies, while 
Ruth Finnegan points out that unless we know the context and 
spirit in which a story is told, we cannot know whether it functions 
in that society in ways analogous to our categories of myth, history, 
or legend. Many societies have no obvious distinction between vari- 
ous types of tale; others distinguish in some way between 'heavy' 
material (perhaps religious myth and quasi-historical accounts) and 
'light' (narrative for entertainment). There are more complex dis- 

1 fiL \I ' tinctions, as that of the Dogon, between 'true', 'impossible true', 
& .  and 'impossible false': the can Be WEIiil a m -  i ,{,- - -- -< ' 

" 8  

u n i i i i s  categories according to the occasion on which it 

I I ~ , :  ,\ 15 is told. The Kimbundu classify stories as roughly fictions, didac- 
,. ,,Y -- 

tic, and historical n a r r a a s :  the last are s&te secrets transmitted 
b through headmen and elders.- Clearly accounts which are consi- 

dered particularly important to a society or a group within that 
society, regardless of whether they are true, are more likely to be 
preserved accurately. In other words the objective truth or false- 
hood of a tradition is of -- no i m p o r t a n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ u ~ y o f  .. . . -. 

-. -....__- 
I G a n s m i s s i o n ,  compared withihe particular category to =iZ 

i h e  story is Giieved to belong and such factors as the relationship 
between artistic principles, accuracy of preservation, the serious- 
ness with which it is regarded, and the mode and purpose of its 
preservation. 

What type of categories did the Greeks possess? Despite the 
learned discussion that has centred on the question of the move 
'vom Mythos zum Logos' and the attempts made to distinguish 
these two concepts in early Greek thought,'= it seems to me that 
the scepticism engendered by these comparative examples is still 
in place. Herodotus himself makes no explicit contrast between 
logos, histor&?, and mythos; though the words clearly have different 
connotations for him, he was not aware of our problems. His own 
interest is centred on the activity of recording logoi, for the results 
of which the (new?) word histore, implying a degree of system, is 
also appropriate. He uses the word logos to refer to the whole (I. 5, 

R. Finnegan, Oral Li&raUrc in Africa ( O d d ,  1970). 363-4 
" From W. Nestle's book ofthis title (rgqo) to the modan discugpion ofthe mn- 

sequence of lit- in early Gr-. ErallentremarGs in E Hampl, '"MyrhosB- 
~SwM-~hliuchen~p , in id, Cud&& olr kn'uiche Wiumdu?ft, ii. (Darmsradr. 

1975)~ 1-50. 
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95, etc.) or larger or smaller parts of his work (2. 38; 5. 361, and to 
individual stories within it. It  is hard to resist the conclusion that 
he would have described himself as a logopoios, like Hecataeus (2. 

143; 5. 36, 125) and Aesop (2. 134). From these two examples it 
seems likely that the connotations of logos can cover both fiction 
and factual narrative. Nor is it easy to see any very clear distinction 
between Herodotus' use of logos and his use of other concepts. 
Mythos is used only twice, and in both cases designates logoi which 
Herodotus believes to be ridiculous as well as false (2. 23, 45); 
but this is a category which he usually seems to have ignored. It  
seems that the oral traditions which Herodotus reflects did not in 
fact make any rigid distinction between different accounts, whether 
of the gods, or historical events, or the world around them. This 
does not of course imply that Herodotus and his informants had 
no interest in the historical truth or falsehood of these accounts. 
Herodotus' own claims, the preface of Hecataeus' work, and the 
condemnation of Thucydides I .  21 all make it clear that accuracy 
in representing the tradition an--re 
both considered to be important characteristics relevant to the new 

---.2 -.. ...- ~ -...-. r---.. - - .  
activ1mde~c7ibiilg-e past. But Herodotus own selection of . U', "" \ 

.~-..~..--A 
lo& can perhaps best be understood in relation to a distinction w:: 
between serious and authoritative logoi and frivolous ones, rather jdvu' 
than between true and false. Herodotus aims in the first instance to 
record what he believes to be important or interesting among the .7 
logoi of various societies, rather than logoi which he thinks to be \% 
true or which concern particular categories of event. 

Perhaps the most obvious and fundamental characteristic of oral 
tradition is the importance of the group which preserves it. The old 
romantic belief in the accuracy or at least the symbolic significance 
of folk memory has been replaced by the realization that 'accu- 
rate transmission is more likely if a tradition is not public property 
but forms the esoteric knowledge of a special group' (Vansina, 31). 
Group memory is more accurate because it is more continuous and 
more cohesive than the general recollections of the past. Of course, 
in this context the question of accuracy must be distinguished from 
the auestion of truth. We are here only entitled to assert that the 
vroup memory ensures accuracy of transmission: it does not 3 
sure truth, for a fiction or false story is just as capable of being 
transmitted accuratav or inaccurately as a true story. 

In contiaszo many other ioz t ies ,  ancient and modern, the 
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,&,Greeks do not seem to have possessed a dass of professional re- 
& membrancers: once again their interest in the past was scarcely 

more than average. The occasional evidence of professional keep- $4 ers of records, like the I'ythioi at Sparta, the Kerykes perhaps at 
! Athens, or the hereditary Cretan poinikastai who presumably had "' 

u! possessed a similar function and privileges before the introduction /i. ("" of 'Phoenician' writing to the city records.*serves only to demon- 
strate how limited and random such potential sources of tradition 
must have been. Jacoby's refutation of Wilamowitz's account of 
the origins of Greek and Attic historiography must stand, and the 
exegztai will never regain their former prominence." 

Herodotus recognises the presence of such a professional tradi- 
tion when he meets it; and he also recognizes in the same context 
the difference just mentioned between accuracy of transmission 
and truth. The Egyptians 'who live in the cultivated parts practise 
rnnhnzand are by far the logGtatathat I have put tothe test' (2.77). 
But such a tradition has limitations: for he is anxious to distinguish 
that part of his account which is corroborated by Greek informants 

observation from that part for which he has 
relled on the Egyptian priests alone (2 .  99, 142); and the conse- 
quence of the arrival of Greeks in Egypt is that from this point 'we 

events accurately [afrekeFsls]' (2. 154). The ex- . < 

"1 ' act significance of this last assertion is not clear, but it refers to the 

- '7 fact that for the Saite period Herodotus could claim the agreement 
'ac'* ' 

of Egyptian and Greek traditions, as well as his own @sir (2. 147). 
This limitation to Herodotus' respect for logioi andres should not 

obscure the fact that in general his work is explicitly founded on the 
testimony of such men. And thoughthey do not normally constitute 
a professional class, one of whose chief duties is the preservation 
of tradition, the narrative of Herodotus shows that in each case 
they are chosen by him because they seem likely to possess an 
authoritative version of the past. 

It is characteristic of Herodotus, and fortunate for us, that he 
at least appears to represent each tradition separately: he does not 
seem to seek systematically to contaminate or to rationalize his 
sources. Instead, he gives one account from each place: when vari- 

L. H. Jdery and A. Morpurgo-&vies ' R e ~ ~ - d r . m d  nowxd<c.c BM I& 

4 3 ,  I ,  a New Archaic Inscription from Crete', K A I ,  9  (IW). 1zS54; -pare 
the ranarks of Evans Herodorus [n. 41, 149-50, on nmamnm mdhkhiaram~now. 

Althir (Orford, 1949). 
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ants occur, they are normally derived from diierent localities. In \\ . 
P 

thii he approaches the ideal of the modem observer, who is ex- &h $f,.) 
pected to record each tradition separately. In principle we must 
assume that Herodotus wishes us to believe that each account is 
drawn from those whom he regards as logioi andres. The model is 
impeccable, however faulty the execution." 

The group memory is not only longer-lasting than folk tradition; 
it is also likely to be more limited and more liable to bias, for it re- 
flects the interests of the group rather than those of the society as a 
whole. It often seems to be thought that this question in Herodotus 
and for early Greek tradition in general can be answered fairly sim- 
ply by describing Greek oral tradition as generically 'aristocratic'. 
Thus, for instance, Moses F i l e y  asserts: 

In my judgement for the poat-heroic period well into the fifth century, the 
survivsl of the sort of tradition I have been discussing must be credited 
largely to the noble families in the various communities, including royal 
families where they existed, and, what amounts to the same thing in a 
specid variation, to the ~riests of su* shrines as Delphi, Eleusis, and 
Delos.' 

And other scholars are fond of asserting in detail that the weak- .. 

nesses of Herodotus' account of particular episodes, e.g. Poly- 
crates or Cleomenes, or Solon, are due to his reliance on an often 
undifferentiated 'aristocratic tradition'. It seems to me on the con- 
t r a y  that the analysis of the structure of Herodotus' logoi suggests 
strongly that, so far from hiis sources being as homogeneous as this 
account supposes, for different cities and different areas they have 
markedly different characteristics and interests. And more specific- k %b2,iij 
ally it seems to me that the importance of an aristocratic tradition ,w 
for the narrative of Herodotus has been much exaggerated: with 

i3: , 
c :,,~*w-~+ 

the somewhat surprising exception of Athenian history, there are c t  

very few of the typical signs of an aristocratic or family tradition in 
Herodotus. 

As Vansina says, 'every testimony and every tradition has a pur- 
pose and fulfils a function. It  is because of this that they exist at all. 
For if a testimony had no purpose, and did not fulfil any function, 

* T o  pmrulrtc deliberate and wholeaale dcce@ion (with Fehling, Herodom md 0% 
& '~muccr'[& ID, r;ltha thvr fwlty -tioIl, IWq- an PnsWU to the quc~thl, 
'Who invented the model which Haodotus is dou&t to h e  abused? It implie a 
P- - ' M A  Memory nndHrptWrPtw [h 9],27. 
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it would be meaningless for anyone to pass it on, and no-one would 
pass it on' (77). It is the investigation of the purpose of the logoi 
in Herodotus which reveals the milieu or group within which each 
of them was preserved and repeated, and the purpose reveals it- 
self in the process of selection and reorganization which the logos 
has undergone. In this discussion I would prefer to avoid using 
words which suggest deliberate intent to mislead or deceive; this 
may of course be present; but often the factors which have caused 
a particular tradition to take on a particular shape are not reasons 
of self-interest or conscious political distortions, but aesthetic or 
moral considerations. Words like bias, Tendenz, or prejudice have 
the wrong connotations; we need a more neutral word, covering 
both conscious and unconscious self-interested distortion and lit- 
erary or aesthetic distortion, as they operate over time within a 
tradition. The world I would offer is 'deformation'. 

0 Conscious political deformation of course exists. One of the best 
non-aristocratic examples is the tradition of the Greeks in Egypt. 

/ J2.A balanced account of their presence would have drawn on two 
sources: the merchants at Naucratis, and the descendants of the 
Greek and Carian mercenaries; the continued presence of the latter 'L' y is known from Herodotus himself (2. 61:  Carians at the festival 

?;,&'' 
of Isis slashing their faces with knives, thus proving that they are 
foreigners and not Egyptians), from hellenistic evidence, and from 
archaeological finds of the Persian period." But there is no sign 
that Herodotus met a mercenary, though he visited their deserted 
stratopeda: his information about their activities and their way of 
life is general and imprecise. His Greek sources for Egyptian his- 
tory lay in Naucratis, and surely within a particular group in that kl 

j town. Modern writers have commented on the peculiar nature of hrvb his account of Naucratis and the way it ignores the early history of 
the town. One passage seems to reveal why: Herodotus describes 
the largest temple, the Hellenion, and lists the nine city groups who 
control it. He continues, 'the shrine belongs to these people, and 
these cities are the ones who appoint the prostatai tou emporiou: 
and any other cities that lay a claim to do so claim falsely' (2. 178). 
The city groups thus excluded consist of the three largest and old- 
est trading communities in Naucratis, those of Aegina, Samos, and 

'" Simon Hamblower pointedout to methealgnificance ofthc Hcrudorus pazag., 
other erldence in X I .  .M. Austin. Crrrrr ondEgypr in the A r G c  A p  (PCPhSruppl. 
a .  Cambndge. 1970,. ! S l y ;  T. E R G. Br~un. (:AH 1!1,3 (Cambridge. 1982). 43-8. 
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Miletus, whose independent sanctuaries are shown by archaeolog- 
ical evidence to be earlier than the Hellenion and to antedate the 
reign of Amasis. The history of Naucratis as told by Herodotus has 
been shaped by the claim of one political group, that centred on the 
Hellenion, to control the city magistracy: it is not surprising that 
such a tradition records nothing before the reign of Amasis, when 
this group seems first to have achievedseparate status in the 

This is a tradition of a merchant class with political pretensions; 
it is scarcely aristocratic in any normal sense, if what is meant by 
aristocratic tradition is the persistence within particular important 
families of a set of traditions concerning members of the family. 
We might (as Vansina and others do) prefer to call them family 
traditions; but with the proviso that any such tradition which sur- 
vives to impose itself on a wider public is likely to come from an 
important family. Such aristocratic or family traditions have par- 
ticular characteristics. They concern primarily one family and its 
exploits; their purpose is through the justification and repetition of 
these exploits to enhance the present standing of the group. Their 
deformation tends therefore towards political apologia and exag- 
geration through biography; and they are essentially rationalistic, 
for they lack any religious or moral purpose. Unlike Finley, I think 
with most anthropologists that it is in fact useful to distinguish 
such aristocratic family traditions from a type of tradition in many 
ways similar, royal family traditions. For royal traditions concern 
the status not just of a particular family, but of an institution and 
often of the people as a whole. The  Macedonian royal tradition of 
the activities of Alexander during the Persian wars, and his claim 
not just to be philhellene but bellene in every respect, are perhaps 
so clearly represented in Herodotus because they concern not one 
family, but the Macedonian people as a whole. 

The fact that the evidence for the existence of family tradition in 
Herodotus seems to be strongest in the case of democratic Athens 
may lead us to speculate on the special status of the Athenian aris- 9 
tocracy. The Alcmaeonid tradition in Herodotus is the obvious 4 \ example, because we know of a number of episodes in which this 'P, 3* 6 
version of events differed rightly or wrongly from that which seems d' 
to have been more generally current in Athens." Another example 

'' See my Eorly Gveere [p 16 pref. note], z15-r7 [=znd edn. (1993)~ 228-3x1. 
>= [See now Rosalind Thomas, Oral Tradhimr and Written Raord in Clm.col 

Athem (Cambridge, 1989), ch. 5;  but I remain unconvinced by her arguments that 
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is perhaps the iduence of Philaid tradition on the account of the ca- 
reer of Miltiades. And the importance of family tradition in Athens 
can be used to explain certain gaps in Herodotus' Athenian his- 
tory. Thus the weakness of his account of the Pisistratid tyranny, in 
contrast to that found in Thucydides, the Aristotelian Constitution 
of the Athenians, and Plutarch, is no doubt partly due to the dis- 
appearance of a Pisistratid family tradition, and to the deliberate 
silence of their allies the Alcmaeonids on this aspect of the past. 
Similarly the flight of Themistocles and the disappearance from 
Athens of any family tradition related to him are perhaps respon- 
sible for the peculiar character of the tradition about him, from 
which he emerges as a culture hero of a particular associ- 
ated with many different popular rather than aristocratic traditions, 
the Trickster, well represented in most cultures and exemplified in 
Greek heroic myth by Odys~eus.~' 

If the importance of aristocratic tradition in Athens is clear, else- 
where it is less obvious. Spartan tradition, even in so far as it relates 
to the kings, seems to be unconnected with families, but rather to 
give an official polis view of the past which it would be easier to at- 

ute to agroup aware of the need for social cohesion. The presen- 
tation of the tradition about the Corinthian tyranny in Herodotus is 
so oblique that it would be difficult to draw any conclusions about 

irect or ultimate sources; for though the story of Cypsetus is 
a genuine orientalizing myth of the exposure of the hero, of the 
type analysed in G. Binder's Die Aussetmng des K&zigskindes,'S it 
is very probable that Delphi is responsible for the main lines of this 
tradition. But at least again here there is no sign of family tradition 
being important. 

Thus alongside family tradition, the Greek mainland seems to 
offer a type of political tradition which lacks any family orientation, 

ees the past as a succession of demonstrations of the rightness 
of present cultural values, in which the individual is subordinate 
to the ethos of the polis; these traditions belong to a society where 

an 'Alcmamnid tradition' is not dominant in Hemdotus' description of a number of 
4 key eyep& in Ath& histo'y.1 

ditT-t type of tradition vps available m PI"& in his L#e of Z'ketkto- 
des, on I d  historinns in Magnesip: D. Asheri, Fm E l i d  c Ira*nm 
(blosn3 1983). 5 2 3 .  

E. E. E m - P r i w  'lk Zmdr Tn&fer (Mad, rg67); M. Derienne and 
J.-F? Ve- h Rsm & l'idligwcr (Paris, 1974; English trans. r978). 

'I Mow, p 38. 
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the hoplite class is dominant. Though this type of memory is in 
some respects the antithesis of family tradition, both share the 
characteristics of being fundamentally rationalist and political in 
their orientation, and showing comparatively little interest in the 
moral patterns of history or the relation between history and the 
religious world order. 

It seems that many of the traditions of mainland Greece were 
preserved in a political milieu by certain families or classes. This 
type of tradition can be regarded as the origin of our western style 
of history, with its rationalism, its emphasis on action in politics and 
war, and its obsession with decision-making and human causation. 
But one of our problems with Herodotus as 'father of history' is 
that, though he uses such traditions, they do not seem to explain 
his conception of history: they provide only material, they are not 
central to the way he approaches his task. That is why we so often 
find ourselves dissatisfied with him, because we misunderstand his 
aims. The mainland political tradition is in fact more relevant to 
Thucydides than to Herodotus. 

There is another group of mainland traditions, which appears 
closely related to the shrine of Delphi. These traditions can initially T,,!$ r 

be recognized by their use of (and often dependence on) oracles, by r ,  eSy- 
their purpose in explaining monuments at Delphi, or their empha- 
sis on Delphic intervention. The priests of Delphi were of course 

e 
'LJ. 

capable of 'political' deformation in so far as their shrine was in- 
volved in political affairs: only those oracles which turned out to 
be true may be permitted to be remembered, together with the ex- 
planations which vatidate them: we may expect some (but not too 
much) invention of in particular, the priests had to explain 
the ambivalent attitude of the shrine towards Persia throughout the 
Persian wars, and the fact that Delphi was the only temple com- 
plex not burnt by the Persians-for Apollo 'has spoken all truth for 
the Persians':" naturally it was Apollo who intervened to drive the 
Persian invaders away from Delphi. 

But beyond this the Delphic tradition is not so much political as WJ' 
&Aiy 

moralizing and professional. Stories have heroes, figures of impor- wb $6- 
16 J. Fontenmse, Thc Delphic Orode (Berkeley, 1978), &es n wpticd view of all &% ' 

oracles whichserve as a basis for moralizing historial narratives; but that is o h  to 
inma tk relationship b e r w e a l h d  text (orrle) and hdble mlity: it is th evem 
which is 'quari-historicap, not the orade 
" R. Meiggs and D. M. Lewis, Grceb Historical 1-pnbrrr (01604 ,949). 

1 
no. rz. 
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tance in the benefactions to the sanctuary like the kings of Lydia; 
they contain strong elements of folk-tale motifs, i.e. motifs suitable 
for use in different stories which (like the formulae of the Home- 
ric bard) provide transitions between episodes, and which point 
to the skills of a group of professional or semi-professional story- 
tellers. But more importantly, the Delphic tradition seeks to impart 
a moral dimension to the past. Events are presented in a frame- 
work - m which the hero moves from prosperity to overr-e, 
and finally to a divinely sanctioned reversal of fortune. There is 
normally no question of sm and retribution involved, unlike some 
views of the nature of contemporary Attic tragedy; if a crime or 

! an act of hybris is committed in the course of the rise to fortune, 
it is not usually emphasized as the reason for the fall. That rests 
in the nature of human affairs; cities and empires will rise and fall 
according to the whims of the gods: in the words of Artabanus, 
'You see how the god strikes with his thunderbolt the tall, and will 
not allow them to display themselves, while small beings do not vex 
him; you see how the lightning throws down always the greatest 
buildings and the finest trees' (7. lo). Prosperity causes the envy 
of the gods, regardless of the hero's moral status. Such an ethic is 
religious or moral, not aristocratic, and fits well with the priests of 
a shrine which proclaimed 'know yourself' and 'nothing too much'. 
It  relates of course in certain respects to the hoplite political ethic 
revealed by traditions elsewhere (e.g. at Sparta), notably in its em- 
phasis on the dangers of excellence; but in origin and in effect it is 
quite different. 

The important fact about this moral and aesthetic patterning is 
that it does not seem to be confined to accounts derived from Del- 

e phi: the whole historical tradition of East Greece as recorded in 

+. Herodotus shows similar characteristics. It seems as if there was 
no political tradition of the mainland type in Ionia: there are no 'ji5, signs of political deformation in the interests of particular groups. 
nstead even recent history shows heavy use of folk-tale motifs, 

patterns, and deformation for moral ends. It is perhaps 
that the account of Polycrates is so unhistorical and &$! has such similarities with the stories of the Cypselid age. despite 

its relative closeness to the lifetime of Herodotus. Similarly, we 
may contrast the biography of Histiaeus in the Ionian revolt (the 
only Greek example of a biography in Herod~tus)~'  with the way 

I Is See my CAHchapter 'The Ionian Revolt' [n. 151. Thislogos hm been strangely 
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that the great contemporary figures of the mainland, Clisthenes, 
Cleomenes, or Themistocles, are only dimly and fragmentarily per- 
ceived. 

If I am right in detecting such a fundamental difference between 
East Greek and mainland traditions, we are led to speculate on the 
causes of this difference. It  might be possible to claim that the Io- 
nian cities were socially different, more homogeneous in respect of 
wealth, for instance. I doubt whether one factor often invoked is 
relevant, the alleged eastern influence on Ionian literary traditions; 
for such influences would certainly not seem confined to Ionia, and 
in fact appeared earlier and rather more strongly on the mainland, 
as can be seen, for instance, in the Cypselus legend or in the case 
of Hesiod; moreover, the notion of eastern influences obscures the 
very real differences apparent in the styles and themes of the vari- 
ous eastern traditions. Further (to anticipate), there are important 
differences between Herodotus' eastern stories and the Greek mor- 
alizing tradition which concernsus here. I would, however, suggest 
that the absence of political traditions might well be related to the 
destruction of political Clites in the Persian period and the Ionian 
revolt. 

But that is a negative point: on the positive side I suspect that Aly 
was right to claim, alongside the Homeric tradition, the existence 

of a tradition of prose storytelling in Ionia, absent from mainland 
Greece except Delphi.39 For the moralizing concerns of so many 
Ionian logoi seem to be related to Herodotus' own conception of ( 
history and to his narrative techniques. The general pattern of his 
work indeed mirrors the pattern visible in many of the Delphic and 
East Greek traditions; it also uses many of the techniques of the 
professional storytellers. It is a moral story of Persian pride, sym- 
bolized in the arrogance of Xerxes and humbled by the Greeks: the 
gods punish those who pass beyond the limits of human propriety. 
The main story of the Persian wars abounds in devices like dreams, 
portents, forewarnings. Xerxes is deliberately drawn into the con- 
flict by false dreams; the figure of the wise adviser disregarded 
(Demaratus, Artabanus) is central to the creation of suspense and 

neglected in the discussion on the origins of Greek biography from H. Home- 
ye*, 'Zu den Mangen der grishisfhen Biographie', Philologus, 106 (r962), 75-85, 
onwards. 

3' See esp. Aly, V o 1 ~ r c h n ,  b. 181, zo8ff. 



foreboding in sucha type of storytelling where the pattern is already 
known.' 

This overall pattern to the story of the Persian wars is Herodotus' 
own creation. It does not derive from attitudes in mainland Greece 
to the meaning of the past; we can sometimes detect the tensions 
as the protagonists of the war, Corinth, Sparta, Athens, see it in 
narrower polis and political terms of city honour. This pattern did 
not, therefore, come to Herodotus from his material. But to one 
brought up in the traditions of storytelling in Ionia it was the obvi- 
ous wav to oresent the Great Event. It is in fact this moralizine East , . - 
Greek tradition which created Herodotus as a historian, and which 
moulded his attitudes towards the patterns in history, the narrative 
techniques of his art, and the roles of creativity, accuracy, and in- 
vention. For we must recognize that ultimately truth in Herodotus 
is a question of aesthetics and morality, as much as of fact. 

We may, if we wish, go further, and suggest that behind the 
preservationof the past in Ionia, and thereforebehind the invention 
of history, there lies a moralizing tradition of storytelling such as 
we find in Delphi. Just as the Homeric epic is  the creation of an oral 
tradition of professional Homeric bards revealed and transcended 
by the greatest of them all, and thereby preserved in writing only in 
its final stage (genius and the need to preserve it together destroying 

(; $ the oral tradition), so Herodotus too perhaps is the heir to a tradition 
of oral logopoioi, storytellers, who transcended his forerunners by 

$9 moulding into a unity the traditional tales of his art, and ensured 
its disappearance by collecting and writing them down in relation 
to a new and greater theme-the last and greatest of the logopoim' 
by virtue of being a logographos. The parallel with Homer is merely 
a restatement of Herodotus' own perceptions; for Herodotus was 
well aware that in his Historia he was following the example of 
Homer, in recording a Great War and singing of a new generation 
of heroes." Truth is subordinate to this aim of historv. 

H. Bkhoff, Dm W- b.4 Herodot (dias Mubug, ~ g j z ) ,  pnninlly reprinted 
(ed.) H~rodoI [L 13L 302-19. 

011 H- and Haodaur see epp E. N- Adhe Kmlspvcu, a d  &. 
(Leipzig, 1909). 40; Jacvby, 'Hemdotos', REsuppl ii (x9t3), w - 5 -  a 501-c Aly, 
V o k m G d m  Ip. 181,263-77; L. Huber, 'Herodot. Homervemidnid, ins+: 
FcI~& W S-dr (Pfullingm, I&), q j z .  
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Twenty years ago Arnaldo Momigliano considered the impact of TU,;w 
the Persian empire on Jewish and Greek historical writing in a 
famous paper which also offers the best starting-point for a discus- 
sion of the sources available to Herodotus for his account of Persian 
history.' Within the general framework of a heightened national 
self-consciousness among both Jews and Greeks as a result of their 
contacts with the Persian empire, he noted three main areas of pos- 
sible eastern influence on Greek historiography: there were obvious 
signs of 'elements of Eastern and particularly Persian storytelling'; 
oriental or Graeco-oriental biographical tales (like those of Zopyrus 
and Democedes) might have affected the development of a Greek 
tradition of writing biographical accounts of politicians; finally, al- 
though Jewish historians were clearly influenced by Persian gov- 
ernmental practice in their use of documents, the possible extent 
and limitations of Greek use of such documents were still obscure. 
How far has the picture changed in the meantime, and in what 
directions is further research likely to prove fruitful? 

The earlier analysis of Greek traditions will have made some 
points clear. First, the investigation should not start from the his- 
torical reliability of the traditions available to Herodotus, let alone 
from the truth or falsehood of single statements or episodes: these 
are secondary questions, which can only be considered after the 
types of tradition have been established. This is of course a funda- 
mental principle of all forms of source criticism, not one peculiar 
to oral traditions, though it tends to be forgotten more often in 
the oral context. Second, on the model proposed above, we should 
think especially in terms of the preservation of tradition and of 
channels of information: what types of logioi andres were available 
and recognizable to the more or less conscientious Greek enquirer? 

I begin with a negatlve proposition: it is important to remember 
what was not available to or not used by Herodotus. There is no sign 

" 'Fattori orientdi della storiografia ebraica poet-esilica e della storiografia greca' 
(1965). now in id., Term cmuribvto (Rome, 1966). 84-18; English translation 
in E"0ys in ANiAIt rmd Modern Hisloriop~1phy (Oxford, 1977), 25-35. See also 
Pierre Brinnt, 'Swrcer -ues a histoire schkm6nide'. in id., Rh, tribvtc et 
poy- (Paris, r@z), 491-506, and H e l m  Snndsi-Weadenburg, 'The Fifth Ori- 
ental Monarchy and Hellenoeenuism', in Sandsi-Weerdenburg and Kuhrt (eds.), 
AdulrmonidHistmy b 16 pref note], ii. 1x7-31. 



that Herodotus had access to a priestly tradition, oral or written. 
not possible to analyse the Persian logo; in the way that has 

become accepted for his account of Egypt;" Herodotus' lack of 
understanding of Persian religion and superficial account of the 
Magi are enough to demonstrate that he had no direct contact 
with a Persian priestly class who may well have possessed an oral 
tradition of some interest.* One type of tradition is thus ruled out 
for Persia as for Mesopotamia. 

The question of Mesopotamian traditions raises a wider question 
about Herodotus' contacts: the most important groups of logioi an- 
dres in the Near East belonged essentially to a literate culture, some 
at least of whose main literary forms are known to us through writ- 
ten records. One of the most obvious characteristics of Herodotus' 
accounts of eastern societies is that they show no sign of any in- 

@ fluence from the known literary or historical genres preserved in 
cpC writing, such as royal inscriptions, priestly chronicles, law codes, or 

p sacred texts: in this he contrasts very strongly with the Jewish his- 
torical tradition both before and after the exile. This suggests, not 

V 5  only that Herodotus' historical methods and literary techniques are 5 -  
independent of eastern written traditions, but also that he did not 
even have extensive access to the guardians of those traditions as 
oral witnesses; for their modes of thought would surely have been 
marked by the influence of their status and their skills as a liter- 
ate caste. Herodotus' accounts of eastern events are not patterned 
in the same way as his account of Egyptian history, by the i d u -  
ence (however mediated) of a priesthood whose skills as storytellers 
reflect their activities as guardians of a written tradition. 

We must admit one significant exception. There is no doubt that 
documentary models lie behind three of the most famous Persian 

' passages in Herodotus, the satrapy list (3. 89-97), the description 
,&+,\ (Id of the Persian royal road (5.52-3), and the Persian army and navv 

i"d&j- lists (7. 61-98). That is not, of course, to say that these .. 
) " See mast systematicslly A. B. Lloyd Herodom Book 11, esp Inrrdutim 

(Leiden, 1975). 
See most explicitly the daim of Smbo about the Magi, 15. 3. r8. If such a 

tradition existed, it could of course have iduenad indirectly Herodotus' low': 
for this pmibility see mp. I! R. Helm, 'Hemdorua' Mrdi'Ro~ Logar and Median 
History', Imn, I9 (1981), 8 5 ~ .  I am not, however, denr, when Helm talks of 
'Iranian popular sags' and 'independent heroic sagas' as a so- for Median and 
Perainn history, whether he is seeking to revive the theory of A. Christ-n of 
the uistmce of fired term in the form of heroic poeby, or whether he is merely 
postulating free proee tale. 
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rest on documents: the notion of an army list left behind in the 
Persian camp after the battle of (say) Plataea is even less plausible 
than the theory that Herodotus lifted this or that entire passage 
from Hecataeus of Miletus. These are not documents either in our 
modern sense or even in the contemporary Jewish sense. They are 
lists created under the influence of documentary models. Literacy, 
as Jack Goody has demonstrated, encourages certain mental forms, 
the most common of which, the table and the list, belong especially 
to bureaucratic  practice^.'^ In the case of the two main passages of 
Herodotus, the problems involved in detailed analysis of the infor- 
mation, and the uncertainty about a possible date or function for 
the alleged underlying 'documents', suggest that we should em- 
phasize the aspects of orality and written model. But however that 
may be, clearly involved in their transmission or their creation is 
a documentary mentality which is not usual to Herodotus. It is 
this phenomenon of documentarv o r a l i ~  which attracts me to the 

Y 
hypothesis of David Lewis, that one source for Herodotus' infor- &kc 
mation on Persia was the Greek element in the Persian imperial '7 
bureaucracy." Belonging to at least the fringes of a highly special- ?c'";~+ 
ized literate culture, in their organization of material they would 
naturally follow the scribal mental forms of the table and the list: 
asked for information, they would reply, not with a logos, but with 
an ordered 'documentary form'. T o  consider Momigliano's com- 
parison, this is one step short of the Jewish historian's practice of 
actually quoting 'documents', since in that case the historian him- 
self takes on elements from the scribal culture, but it can involve 
much the same potential danger of misleading us by suggesting the 
existence of an independent document behind what is in fact a form 
more or less consciously created or manipulated bv the historian; 
yet both traditions rest on an acceptance of scribal practice and 
the scribal mentality. The attractions of this hypothesis as a way 

The Dmnrstiution of the S-p Mind (Cambridge, 1977). esp. chs. 4 and 5. 
0. K. Armayor, 'Herodorus' Catalogues of the Persian Empire in the Light of the 
Monuments and the Greek Litanry Tradition', TAPM 108 (1978). 1-2. criticizes 
the p-ge ap if they were documents, and inevitably h d s  them unsatisfactory; 
better Briant, 'Sources grecque et histoke schhtnide' [n. 42],49~-5m. 
16 Sse 'Persians in Hemd-', in M. H. Jameoon (ed.), The Grrrk Historim: 

Litrrotute rmd Histmy. Papen presented to R E. Rar6iuM (Saratow, 1985). 
ror-17. and D. M. Lewis, 'The King's Dinner (Polyaenus IV j. ja)', in Saneisi- 
Weerdenburg and Kuhrt ( e d s . ) , A c h n d  History b 16, pref note], ii. 79-87; also 
M. A. Dandamayev, 'Hemdotus' Information on Persia and the Latest Discoveries 
of Cuneiform Tuts', Storio dcNo rtoriogra+, 7 (1985), 92-9. 
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forward are obvious: it enables us to relate our two main bodies of 
evidence, the Persian documentary archives, both those surviving 
at Persepolis and those to be supposed elsewhere, and the Greek i 
literary tradition; and it postulates a type of tradition which is likely 1 
to possess a relatively high level of detailed factual accuracy. 

This hypothesis serves to highlight a quite different type of pat- 1 
terning in Herodotus' Persian account, which, if it is related to I 

less reliable types of information, is nevertheless more dominant. 
The main Persian narrative of Herodotus is organized in two great 
blocks. The first gives a description of the fall of the Median empire 
and the rise of Cyrus, centred on the figure of Harpagus the Mede 
( I .  73-4.95-1 30). The account uses a number of stories of different 
origins, most notably the narrative of the birth and upbringing of 
Cyms, which is a Mesopotamian foundation legend going back to 
Sumerian times, adapted to become part of the official Achaemenid ' 

dynastic myth." But despite its use of disparate elements, the nar- 
rative possesses a unity and a number of recurrent explanatory 
motifs (such as the eating of human flesh (I. 73, I 19):~ which sug- 
gest a single non-Greek reworking of more varied traditions; and, fi$" p. given the Median slant to the story, it is likely enough that its basic 

c 9  form represents a Median aristocratic version of events. The fur- 
4fiw'& ther theory that it came to Herodotus from the family tradition of 

Harpagus himself is less likely, given the way he is characterized (if 
only in a speech) at the end of the story, as 'at once the silliest and 
the most unjust of men: the silliest, if when it was in his power to : 
put the crown on his own head . . . he had placed it on the head 
of another; the most unjust, if on account of that supper he had 
brought slavery on the Medes' (I .  I ~ 9 ) . ' ~  

" W e  are fommate im knowing something about both myth and ritual: see A. 
Alfoldi, 'KBnigsweihe und M&nerbund bei den Achimeniden', S&wnwnzerisches ! 
Arrhivfir Volkckunde. 47 (1953). 11-16: G. Binder, Die Aussetzung des K-gskinder ; 
(Meisenheim a. G., 1964). with my review, CR, NS 17 (1967), 329-32. R. Drews, ' 
'Sargon, Cyrus and Mesopotamian Folk History', JNES 33 (1974), 387-93. has 
some interesting observations on the version of the Cyrus legend derived from ! 
Cfeoias which suggest that it is doser to the Sargon story, and therefore perhaps a 
'Mmpotamian' version rather than a Persian one. 
* Not in iwelf of course unknown to the Greeks, but treated by them rather dif- 

ferently; compare T h y a m .  For this theme see W. Burkwt, Hmno Npcoru (Berlin. 
1972). ~d-25; M. Detimne, Dimryros nr* d m r t  (Ppris, 1977)~ ch. 3. In mnenjon 
with p. 43, 1 note that the motif is transferred to Lydia by Xanthus, FGrHist 765 
F 18. I 

The Median origin is generally accepted, e.g I. M. Cook. Comb** Hirtovy 
of Irm, L (Cunbridgs 145). 203-4; the family tradition of Harpsgus is an idea i 
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The second great block of Persian narrative describes the episode 
of the Magian usurpation and the revolution by which Darius came 
to power, again from a distinctive viewpoint (3.30,61-88). The of- 
ficial version of these events was of courseat least potentially widely 
available in the Persian empire, since Darius had ordered it to be 
circulated and published in the various languages of the empire 
(though it may be doubtful whether these would have included 
Greek).5" But while Herodotus' account corresponds closely with 
this version, it is not derived from it: it is rather a telling or retelling 
of the alleged events from the point of view of the small group of 
Persian conspirators who included Darius not as aleader but merely 
as one of their number. Here the combination of a close relationship 
to the official royal version promulgated by Darius with the non- 
royal viewpoint makes it very likely that we are dealing with an 
account derived from oral tradition within one of the great families \g$ 
involved; and J. Wells long ago identified the most likely source ?@sf* 

for this, as for the account of the siege of Babylon (3. 153-60), in "OU 

the family traditions of Zopyrus, great-grandson of the conspirator, 
who deserted to Athens in the lifetime of Herodotu~.~' 

These generally accepted conclusionsestablish two blocks of his- 
torical narrative, one Median, the other more strictly Persian, which 
are perhaps as close as we are ever likely to get to what might be 
called a Persian historiography. I t  is worth therefore considering 
their characteristics and limitations. 

In both cases the narrative is concerned with high politics and 
events that shaped world history; in both cases it is closely related 
to an official royal version of those events. But despite that relation- 
ship, in both cases we are offered not the official version itself, but a 

that goes b& to the 19th cenr.: see thc references in I. V. P a ,  'Hekataios als 
Herodots Quellezur Gepchiehte Vorderasiens', Klio. 4 (~goq), rw-zm. But 'there 
must have been some Greek reworking of the story. The H in Harpsgos seems to 
refer to popular etymology and m only have been a b e d  to the Iranian name 
Arbaka in Greek surroundings; cf. R. Schmitt, ZDMG 117 (1967), 133 n. 103; M. 
Msyrhofer, OMnwstiu Per$epoLfnna (Vienna, 1973), 154' (lefter from H. Sandsi- 
Weerdenburg). 

" Behistun inscription cot. 4 paras. 60-1 and 70 in R. G. Kent, Old Perrirm, 2nd 
edn. (New Haven, r g ~ j ) ,  131-2. 

5' 1. Wells, 'The Pmian Friends of Herodotus', in id., Scudia in Hnodohrt (Ox- 
ford, rgq) ,  95-1 1 1 . 1  w e e  with Lewis, 'Postscript ,984, in A. R. Burn, Pernb ad 
he Greeks (London, ,962, znd edn. 1984). xo5-6, that Zopyrus is not likely to have 
been a source both for this (often tendentious and unreliable) narrative and for the 
more 'daumentary' elements discussed earlier. 
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II ( variant of it, related to theinteresrsofa moreor less precisely identi- ,,? P- . fiable non-royal rulinggroup.'rhus Herodotus had access, not to an 
/ official royal version of Persian history, but to variants of it current ' 

in the high aristocracy: paradoxically it was always easier for Greeks : 
to make contact with the ruling classes in the Persian empire than ; 

5 - with the imperial bureaucracy. Here, then, were men well qualified 1 
L+ 

to stand among the normal types of Herodotus' logioi andres. I 

The accounts that these groups could offer fall short of being ' 
historical in important respects. First, they seem to be episodic, 
rather than continuous or biographi~al.~' We are not offered a co- ~ 
herent narrative or biography of any eastern king; rather Herodotus 

I 
relates within a regnal framework a series of isolated but detailed 
stories. Second, the narrative itself and the elements of which it is 
composed seem to be fundamentally oral in form: it is patterned as i 
a succession of stories independent of each other and often without j 
obvious connections; the resonances and repetitions give the im- ; 
pression of being folk-tale motifs, traditionally accepted devices to ; 
explain motivation or actions. This is what we would expect from ' 

an aristocratic society which, for all its use of a literate bureaucracy, ! 
remained fundamentally illiterate. 

Two points may make us hesitate. First, whence the regnal ' 
i framework, which covers in formulaic phrases both the Median 

and the Persian royal houses: 'having reigned three and fifty years 
Deioces was at his death succeeded by his son Phraortes' ( I .  102); 
'Cyms himself fell after reigning nine and twenty years' ( I .  214); 1 
But since this characteristic formula is also used by Herodotus in 1 

i relation to Lydian and Egyptian kings, it is scarcely possible to , 
claim it as a sign of the influence of Mesopotamian royal chronicle; ! 
it may be borrowed from these other cultures but it is anyway inde- I 

pendent of the main Median-Persian narrative, with which it does ' 

not entirely fit.53 Whatever its origin, it shouldnot, I think, mislead ! 
i 

us into claiming the existence of a continuous Persian account of f 

each king, either biographical or in chronicle form. I 
The second question we may ask is whether it is fortuitous that 

both our blocks of narrative centre on a particular type of episode, I 
b 

the foundation of a dynasty, on origins and accessions. This at least I 
" It is for this reason thst I do not discus the question of biography raised by 

Momigliano (above, p 35). 
" H. Sunsburger, ' H e d o e  ZeitrAung',  in Marg (ed.), Herodot [n. 131,688- 

736; cf. R. Drews, 'The Fall of Astpgcs and Hemdotus' Chronology', Hirforio, 18 
(~969).  1-11, I ! 
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might seem a genuine Persian trait that has had a continuing im- 
pact on world literature from Xenophon's Cyropaedia  onward^.^' 
It looks as if the royal preoccupation with legitimacy and the val- 
idation of power had a significant effect in the process of selecting 
earlier Mesopotamian motifs and moulding the oral traditions of 
Persia, by providing a narrative framework which came to dominate 
them. Again this scarcely suggests that there existed any specific- 
ally Persian form of royal chronicle: the references that we have to 
such chronicles surely pertain to non-Persian records kept in one 
or more of the languages of the imperial bureaucracy, in 'the usual 
impersonal style of Eastern annalistic ~ r i t ing ' . ' ~  

By comparison with Greek and other oral traditions we can say 
that these Persian traditions are not as clearly aristocratic as one 
might expect, given that they were preserved in an aristocratic mi- 
lieu. The account of Darius' accession, it is true, shows a typical 
interest in the rights and privileges of a particular group of families 
(3. 84); but in general the stories are marked by a recourse to the 
folk-tale motifs and repetitive use of stock situations that is more 
often thought characteristic of popular traditions. It  should not 
perhaps surprise us if the Persian aristocracy is seen to submerge 
itself here as elsewhere in the existing cultural forms of the em- 
pire; but Karl Reinhardt was surely right to recognize differences 
between the general traditions of the Greek logos and eastern story- 
telling. These Persian stories lack the moral or religious dimension 
of their Greek counterparts; in Reinhardt's formulation, the Per- 
sian Novelle is a pure form, 'a story capable of being told as a unity 
with beginning and end, without regard to how perfectly or imper- 
fectly it corresponds to an alleged "historical" reality which may lie 
behind GJv$@ 

In terms of content the Persian stories in Herodotus are also ; rq . . 
composed of typical elements, and deal in stork -ns absent i r A  . 
or rare in his Greek stories. They are court novels, of palace plots, of 
cruel punishments and even crueller vengeance, of faithful viziers 
and treachery, of harem intrigue and bedroom scenes, where women 

See Sancisi-Weerdenburg, 'The Fifth Oriental Mowehy and Hellenom- 
msm' [n. 421 and the references cited there. 
" Momiglianq Esoys in Andent and Modern H*toriagro& [n. 421, 7.8. 
'' 'Hemdoe Persegesehichten', in id ,  Vermdd&s &A& (Gi,t6ngen, 1960), 

133-74 at 138. Compare the remarb of S. Trenbr,  The Greh Nowlla in the 
Clavical Period (Cambridge, ~ 9 5 8 ) ~  z.+-5. on the moral seriownem of Haadotus' 
Novrllen in contrast to thape of other writers. 
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have equal power with men to decide history. This is particularly 
obvious in the two blocks of narrative under discussion, where we 
see two great historical events of different nature, the rise of Per- 
sia and the usurpation of Darius, retold within the framework of 
the Palostgeschichte; in each case we know that these same events 
could be and were described differently, even within the Persian 
tradition-as instances of divine protection of the king and the 
triumph of righteousness. Instead the account of Cyrus' divinely 
ordained rise to power is transformed by being subordinated to a 
story of revenge and the faithless vizier; while the accession of Dar- 
ius by the favour of Ahuramazda is played out in the bedchamber 
and the harem. 

We should not ignore the importance of this interpretation of 
Persian history; it may derive many of its elements from popular 
sources; but, if it represents the considered response of the Persian 
aristocracy to their world, it can hardly fail to have reinforced the 
style of court life which it purported to describe. What is of course 
significant about this tradition is that it is identical with that which 
must lie behind the narratives of those later Greek historians who 
may be thought to have had direct knowledge of Persia, notably 
Ctesias and (to a lesser extent) Xenophon. It could well be argued 
that the history of Ctesias, with all its unsatisfactory elements, its 
lack of chronological framework and arbitrary reinterpretation of 
events 'breathing seraglio and eunuch perfumes, mixed with the 
foul stench of blood' (Eduard Meyer), is in fact a truly Persian 
history-not the invention of a Greek doctor, but an account of 
Persian court life as the Persian aristocracy saw it. The absence 
of a Persian history is after all a Persian failure, not a Greek one. 
But I am not yet proposing the rehabilitation of Ctesias as the 
leading exponent of a lost Persian histori~graphy;~' I am, however, 
happy to welcome studies that take seriously as oral tradition the 
oriental Novelle in both its Greek and its Jewish dress: it may not 
be reducible to our sort of history, but it is a genuine expression of 
Persian traditions about the past.5B 

l7 Such a rehabilitation is already under way among lranirts and Assyriologists: 
we l? W. KBnig, KteFiar (Arddvfir Onk~forrchwtg, suppl. 18; Gna, 1972); W. 
Nagel, N i m  und Semiramis (Tiibingen, ,982). But see Jamby, 'Ktesias', RE xi12 
(~gzz), zap-3; A. Momigliano, 'Tradizione e involzione in Ctesia', in id.. *to 
catrrburo (Rome, ,969). 181-212; R. Drew$ The Greek Accounu of Emr~mHistory 
(Washington, 1973). ~ 0 ~ x 6 .  

sa H. W A. Sancisi-Weerdenburg, Yawn enPerrai (diss. Groningen, ,980). 
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It does not worry me, as it did not worry Reinhardt, that one $,I) 

of the most striking examples of the type of patterning that we 4 h L ,  

have been interpreting is provided by the story of Gyges, king of r~ L \  
Lydia, in its Herodotean version (I. 7-12). The Greek perception r~ 9xrJ;* 

of Persia was derivative on the Greek perception of Lydia. It  was 
Lydian culture and the Mermnad dynasty which gave the Greeks 
their model of an easternsociety and of oriental despotism. Equally 
we know that there existed in Asia Minor of the fifth century a 
unified Lydian-Persian aristocratic culture, whose traditions must 
have fused together, allowing attitudes to Persian monarchy to be 
transferred to the Lydianmonarchy. The Gygesstory is in any event 
an exception within the Lydian logos: the various stories connected 
with Croesus are quite different in character and clearly Greek 
in origin. It was not until Xanthus of Lydia that Lydian history 
became fully assimilated to the Persian model.59 

More problematic is the d i c u i t y  referred to by Momigliano 
in his ironical remark, 'even a scholar with as fine an ear as K. 
Reinhardt was hardly able to distinguish between authentic Persian 
tales and tales attributed to the Persians by Greeks'.* It is of course 
true that the eastern courtnovel has sufficient similarities with story 
types in the Greek tradition for it to be easy for the Greeks to take 
over and even create court novels in their own style. It  has always 

+ 

been hard to refute those who follow the simple way out of refusing 5 
7 

w 
to make generic distinctions and claiming that all story types are pi 
the same, just as it is hard to refute those who attribute nothing to 
Herodotus' power of observation and everything to hi imagination. 
In replying to the sceptics we must proceed on various levels. First, 
we must try to delineate carefully the general characteristics which 
seem to differentiate stories told in an eastern context from those 
told in a Greek context in the spirit of Reinhardt. Second, we can 
point to detailed evidence which implies a basic Persian narrative; 
we are lucky that it is possible to demonstrate this for both our main 
Persian stories in Herodotus, in respect of general story line and 
also in many significant details which Lie behind attempts at Greek 
rationalization; to take one example. the story of Darius' mare (3. 

" This w d -  is abundantly denr from the fragments of Xanthq FGrHiri 
765.6. n. 48 above. He also wore Mngiha on Pusin, F 31-2. For biMiography on 
theiydian l o p  of H&au see C. Tal-, 'Erodom e il r- di Lidia', Storin 
d& ~ & ~ l i a ,  7 (1985)~ ~$04~ (and now the forrheoming English edition of D. 
Asheti's commentary on Herdotus booL r]. 

Aiien WLdon(Cambridgq ~ 9 7 5 ) ~  x3r. 
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8 4 7 )  attests a practice of horse divination non-existent in Greece, 
but still practised in Persia as late as the Sasanian p e r i ~ d . ~ '  

Finally, we should be willing to admit cross-cultural influences. 
We have seen the fusion of Lydian and Persian kingship; oriental- 
ismh is at least as old as the fifth century. By then, as Alfoldi saw, 
the oriental monarch and the Greek tyrant had also fused in popular 
imagination,b3 and Reinhardt was happy to show how the Persian 
wars narrative of Herodotus itself combined elements of the Persian 
court novel with Greek storytelling to construct a plausible Persian 
version of events, which must surely rest on Herodotus' own his- 
torical imagination. But no one should be afraid of imagination in 
history. 

" Agathias 4.25; referenas to modem discussions in M. A. Dandamayev, Pcrrien 1 
unter dm rrsten A&mm'&n (Wiesbsden, 1976), 166 n. 714. I " E. W. Said, Orimtnlim (Hmondsworth, 1985). 56. This is of course a main 
theme of Mornigliano, Alien Wisdmn [n. fm], ch. 6. 
" 'Gewaltherrscher und Theaterkonig', in K. Weitzmm (ed.), Lotr Classic01 : 

ad Mediaem1 S u e s  in Haor of A. M. Friend, Jr. (Princeton. 1955), 15-55, 

Ancestors of Historiography 
in Early Greek Elegiac 

and Iambic Poetry? + L< -1 c,d 

E W E N  L. BOWIE s8u.e \4g6 'k&J 

I N  this paper I propose (I) to review briefly the tuaces of narrative 
early Greek elegiac and iambic poetry that might be seen as ances- 
tors of historiography; (11) to assess how many of these traces might 
be securely or conjecturally claimed to be composed for sympotic, 
and how many for other, locations of performance; and (111) to 
ask to what extent any features of our earliest prose historiography 
might be argued to betray the influence of the techniques or perfor- 
mance conditions of such verse narrative. Section IV offers a very 
brief conclusion. 

(a) One clear set of traces of narrative that deserves to count as his- ;bit .wr*h 
toriographic is to be found in some longer elegies ascribed to poets 
composing between c.650 BC and the latter part of the fifth cen- 
tury. In the early 1980s' I argued that a number of poets recounted 
events in both the early and recent history of poleis-'ljirtaeus, 
Mimnermus, and Semonides of Amorgos in the seventh century; 
Xen m e s  at the end of the sixth; P m e a r l y  and-@-of 
Chios later in the fifth. I would first like to revisit the evidence and 

'Early Greek Elegy Svm~osium and Public Festival', JHS 106 (1086), 13-35, <- 
the- of a p a p  that benefited from &scusslon by several audlencep in thepreviou 
quinquennium. 


